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Question: 
 
Senator SCARR: I'm a new member to this committee, and I'm interested in your dispute 
resolution role in particular. Do you present any records or analysis of general characteristics 
of parties to disputes and types of disputes? And what number of disputes are actually 
resolved through your mediation process, given that you don't have a determinative process? 
Mr Billson: Yes, we do track and report on that. We tend not to name the parties.  
Senator SCARR: No, no.  
Mr Billson: However, in the legislation, there is a power to name the parties. If someone is 
not engaging in the mediation processes in good faith, there is the power for me to say, 'This 
company is just behaving like a peanut in this process,' and hopefully that would bring about 
change. So yes is the answer. I'm actually asking for an enhancement of our data analytics 
capability—I think it was touched on before you arrived, Senator—so we can pull out better 
insights about the nature of and trends in disputes and have those as early warning indicators 
that there's something not quite right.  
Senator SCARR: Are there any trends you've observed over the last few years with respect to 
what you're seeing through the dispute resolution processes?  
Mr Billson: I might invite Dr Latham as he's been there for—  
Dr Latham: You can see our data is reported quarterly. It's actually on our website as well, 
and we can give the committee that link so you can see it, going right back to the start of our 
office. 
 
Answer: 
 
Below is the link to the quarterly reports completed by my Office. The reports provide the 
number of disputes coming through our Assistance team, a breakdown for types of disputes 
and an indication of the number of disputes resolved through mediation. 

 
• https://www.asbfeo.gov.au/about/quarterly-reports 
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